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SETTING UP YOUR BUSINESS 

Have a clear idea of the kind of business/service you want to provide and how you will deliver this 

service. You may be dealing with a customer chain, all potential purchasers and users of your services are 

your customers and you will need to research and understand the needs of all the groups. 

Business Plan: 

A business plan is good starting point; you will be able to see for yourself how this business will work for 

you. Your plan should not only lay out your business idea, but explain how you plan to attract 

customers to your business, as well as what your contingency plans are if and when things go ‘off 

track’ or unforeseen circumstances arise. This one document will help you throughout your business life 

and should not only be regularly referred back to but should also be amended and updated as your goals 

change.  

In a clear and precise manner, present your reasons why the person looking at the business plan should take 

notice of it. You should always tell the truth, be factual and try not to make unattainable goals.

Your business plan is forward thinking about: 

 initial outlay/ set up costs

 projected profits

 projected expenses

 staffing costs

 overhead costs

 contingency plans.

If this feels daunting to you there are many websites to help and advice, such as: https://www.gov.uk/write-
business-plan

Type of Business: 

The two most commonly used by small businesses in the UK are sole traders and limited companies. 

Sole Trader and Limited Company.

For more information about the differences, please refer to the gov website: https://www.gov.uk/
browse/business/setting-up

There are also 'Partnerships' and 'LLPs'. If you are not sure, it may be best to secure a business 
advisor or speak to an accountant.

https://www.gov.uk/write-business-plan
https://www.gov.uk/write-business-plan
http://www.gov.uk/browse/business/setting-up
http://www.gov.uk/browse/business/setting-up


Accounts: 

Decide if you need a full accountant or a bookkeeper.  Ideally, a good accountant should save you 
more money than they cost. However, this depends partly on finding a good accountant and using 
them in the correct way. The following points are some of the things you should avoid, as they could 
turn out to be expensive: 

 You may find that day to day bookkeeping can be done by a bookkeeper at a less expensive rate.
 It's important to file accounts in an orderly fashion before presenting them to an accountant.
 Don’t speak to them when things are too late; seek their advice and knowledge at the start-up 

process, enabling you to ask what legal form your business should take, when should you pick up 
your tax year and what types of expenses you should claim etc. 

Finance: 

Once your business plan is complete and you are happy with the outcome you will need to consider 
if you can finance this business yourself or if you will require help. There are various organisations 
that have been formed to help new business ventures and these can be a good way to kick start 
your business.  The Gov webiste, (https://www.gov.uk/browse/business/setting-up) will allow you
to put in your post code and find out what the grant offers are in your area.  

There could also be a time scale for this, as you can imagine, they tend to go very quickly and it does 
work on a first come, first served basis, but don’t be put off, if you miss this years grants you can 
apply for the following year when hopefully you would like to push your company forward. Banks are 
very helpful and it is important that you develop a working relationship with your bank 
representative, they are there to help and advise and can sometimes offer deals for starting up your 
business, it is always good to speak to them……. 

Whatever kind of business you go for, be it a limited company, partnership or a sole trader option, 
you must have a separate designated business account. It’s a legal requirement for limited 
companies but is highly recommended for sole traders (to keep personal and business financial 
activities separate). 

We suggest you also open a business deposit account. You can put cash aside for tax and VAT 
payments, this will save any unexpected shocks at the end of the year and possibly avoid having to 
borrow money to pay your tax demand. The benefits are you will earn a far better rate of interest 
than if your money is sitting in your current account. 

http://www.businesslink.org/
http://www.bytestart.co.uk/content/finance/banking/business-bank-deposit-account.shtml


You may have a long-standing trusted relationship with a particular bank as a personal customer, but 
it doesn’t necessarily follow that they will also be the best bank for you as a business client. Shop 
around, look on the internet, and make sure you compare several business accounts before deciding. 

Find out how much it will cost you to have an account with a particular bank. If you have a regular 
monthly transaction to process, you’ll want to know how much this will cost to carry out. Find out if 
any banks are offering any incentives for business starters. It is usually best to look at what is offered 
in the long run, not the initial incentives to pull you in - there is no point having cheap banking for 3 
months and then being saddled with large banking charges thereafter. 

Interest earned on client’s money is a real sore point between banks and their clientele. It’s quite 
common that you either get free transactions or a good rate of interest; it never appears to be 
both. So it’s up to you to decide which you’d prefer. Most start-ups will benefit more from lower 
charges in the first few years of operation when they don’t have a lot of surplus money. You always 
have the option to switch banks later, although this is yet another thing to do later when 
perhaps, and hopefully you are becoming busier. 

Many new business owners find themselves doing financial activities in the evenings or at 
weekends. So ask yourself, will I be able to get full access to statements and accounts no matter 
what the time or day? A good Online banking system can save you a lot of time and when 
you’re setting up a business, time can be precious.

Insurance: 

Insurance is one of the most important things for you to put in place. There are specialist insurance 
companies for Aesthetics and you will find out more on the BACN website. You need to have public 
indemnity insurance. It’s better to talk to your preferred insurers about your requirements and 
costs. 

Treatments: 

The treatments on offer at your clinic are dependent on your training and interest you have, but 
you may have to consider investing in further training to open up the client base. If you are working 
with prescription only drugs, unless you are a nurse prescriber, you will need the services of a 
doctor or independent nurse prescriber to prescribe for you. The cost of this is varied and should be 
budgeted into the cost of the treatment. 

Be Aware: To use Toxins /prescription drugs you will need to research how you will administer these 

treatments: You will either need a prescribing nurse or a doctor (see NMC)  to take the consultation 

appointment and then prescribe for the client.  Or you will need to be an Independent Nurse Prescriber. This 

level of training can happen when you have been practicing in aesthetics for at least a year – it will take 

around 6 months and will cost around £1500. This is extra cost but it is the option recommended by the 

BACN. 

http://www.nmc-uk.org/Nurses-and-midwives/Regulation-in-practice/Regulation-in-Practice-Topics/Remote-prescribing-and-injectable-cosmetic-medicinal-products/


Charges: 

It is important that you look very carefully at the charges for your services/products. You must not 
undervalue your skills and knowledge but of course you must be competitive. You will need to factor 
in the rent, phone line, service charges, further training costs and ‘your time’ into the amount you 
charge. Areas throughout the country differ in the amount a clinic can charge so you need to do some 
research to get an idea of what is acceptable. 

Research your competition – what they offer, how much they charge etc. 

Name: 

When starting up a new business, one of the first things you need to do is choose a suitable name for 
your enterprise. It is worth spending time considering the name, since not only will this be the first 
thing potential customers see, but it will also be with you for the duration of your business life. It is 
very important that you get this right. Think about alphabetical listings in directories, formulating 
simple yet memorable names, catchy.  You may want to make sure there is no other company with 
your chosen name. You will save yourself a lot of stress and costs further down the line if you 
research both simultaneously. 

Clinic Address: 

You will need to think about where your clinic will be. Will it be in your home or will you rent? A 
room in your home will be cheaper but it should have a separate entrance - it is important for not 
only yourself, but clients, to be seen as a clinical environment.

If it is going to be rented accommodation then you will need to budget this into your business plan. 
Unless you organise the appointments with space between each appointment, you may need 
a waiting area or a separate room to speak to clients regarding their treatments so that other 
people waiting cannot hear. You need to consider the accessibility of the clinic and whether it has 
parking. 

Fitting Out the Clinic: 

The cost of fitting out your clinic is something you will need to consider very carefully. The initial 
cost is dependent on what treatments you are going to offer. Whatever you offer you will need to 
have a clinic that has a warm, welcoming and clean atmosphere so you may have to decorate the 
premises. You will need seating and a couch, good lighting and privacy for your clients. You are 
going to need a phone and reception area with storage of client details and products. 

It's important to carry out market research to see where others have been successful, also keeping 
in mind that clients also expect differences between clinics; not a string of indentical clinics to chose 
from.



Full Time or Part Time: 

You do not have to leave your current position whilst you are setting up your business, and many 
nurses find that a flexible nature works for them. You may want to go into aesthetics full time - the 
choice is yours.

It is important to have a presence on a social networking site, and to have a working website that 
attracts clients. Additionally, a good answering service may help you when you aren't able to take 
calls.

 Advertising/PR: 

Advertising/PR is a powerful weapon. It separates your business from the pack, demonstrates your 
expertise and promotes your products and services to a much larger audience than you 
might otherwise reach. Any promotion could be considered as informing, persuading or reminding 
clients about the services being offered.  

The questions to ask are:

 Who is the target audience?
 What is the message you are trying to get across and how will you do this?
 What are the advertising or marketing options available that give you value for money.

Small companies can do their own PR by writing articles for the local papers and magazines (even 
the freebies). 

A strong presence on Facebook, twitter and LinkedIn can show your professional approach, and connect 
you to a wider potential client base.

Think about  what you are posting on these sites:

 A launch of a product or service
 Your Company development
 Expansion
 Winning of an award
 Successful raising of funds for a charity
 Case study with an interesting news hook
 Presence at an exhibition



Use the Web:

Your media material has a huge role to play in improving your search engine optimisation and the 
Web will equally help you build your profile too. So consider the following: 

 Build hyperlinks into your releases that go back to the relevant page of your website 
(always direct them back to your website); this will drive web traffic and improve your 
page rank. The more your site is visited the higher the profile on the search engines.

 Set up Google news alerts for your area of expertise. You will then immediately see when 
the media is reporting on something that you can use the information to comment in your 
favoured media, or add to your site.

 Wherever possible link your facebook posts back to things on your website where people 
can get more, downloads, expert advice but remember to data capture all the down 
loaders. Your data base will be very valuable as you build your clinic. 

Leaflets/Flyers: 

Leaflets are very important way to communicate your services. These can be expensive to produce, 
but they are your identity. You have to consider a logo and design that represents both you and your 
clinic. It is very easy to try to save money and design them yourself, but this can be dangerous. Unless 
you have design background they can look cheap and unprofessional. Make sure the stationary is 
high in quality and looks professionally designed and printed. This is quite often the first impression 
your clients will have of your business and this impression usually last a long time. 

Once you have established your clinic identity, if the free sites are not what you have in mind then 
get quotes from two or three printers and be careful to only order what you think you will need to 
start. You will have a better idea of quantity when it comes to re-ordering. You may also want to 
update the stationary with other details as you grow, you do not want hundreds of copies of 
outdated literature on your shelves. 

 Further Training: 

An important thing to consider is your ongoing training. It is essential in your new business working 
life that you keep up to date with your CPD points and are abreast of new developments in 
the continually changing Aesthetic world. 

 

http://www.vistaprint.co.uk/


Useful Sources of Information: 

Government Support: 

There are 45 business Links operating across England. The business Link Website is where you can 
find advice about government funding, grants, legislation and starting a 
business: https://www.gov.uk/browse/business

Scottish Enterprise: 

In Scotland, a similar service is provided through a network of Local enterprise companies. 
The Business Gateway is a single access point to range of integrated services for businesses in 
Scotland is: www.bgateway.com  

Other Links: 

British Association of Women Entrepreneurs: www.bawe-uk.org 

Federation of Small Businesses: www.fsb.org.uk 

http://www.businesslink.org/
http://www.bgateway.com/
http://www.sbs.gov.uk/
http://www.bawe-uk.org/
http://www.fsb.org.uk/
http://www.chamberonline.co.uk/
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